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LBlls a Safe Place
At LBL, safety is a top priority. We do all
we can to make sure that your visit will be
safe.
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If you are among those who receive a safety orientation in the Reception Center,
please give it your full attention. Your time
will be well spent.
If you have a tour guide or escort, please
cooperate fully with that person and abide
by all instructions. He/ she is responsible
for your safety.
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You will receive a pamphlet that contains
comprehensive guidelines for safety at
LBL. Here are a few of the most important.

LBL to San Francisco airport: 25 miles
Driving time: 45-60 minutes

Emergency

LBL to Oakland airport : 16.5 miles
Driving time: 35 minutes

Visitors'
Guide

For help in an emergency at LBL, call 7911.
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Driving at LBL
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What to Do in an Earthquake
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If indoors, stay there. Brace yourself in a
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doorway or take shelter und er a desk for
protection against falling objects.
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If outdoors, stay clear of falling or moving
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objects, and get away from windows.

Afterwards, go outside, taking your coat,
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LBL has steep, narrow, winding roads and
many pedestrians, bicycles, and slow-moving vehicles. Please drive carefully.
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--To San Francisco
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briefcase, and other personal belongings
with you. In the event of building evacuation due to an earthquake or for any other
reason, follow the instructions of your host
and watch what LBL personnel are doing.
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LBL- A Great
National Resource

At Your Service: The LBL
Reception Center

If You Plan to Drive to
LBL ...

When you come to Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory (LBL), the Reception Center
will probably be your first stop. Here our
staff greets visitors, job applicants, and
tour groups . No matter what your mission at LBL, we are dedicated to serving
you in a friendly, efficient manner.

... be aware that parking is extremely limited
during normal working hours, and it is very difficult to find a place to park on-site. Please
reconsider and, if possible, try one of these alternatives:

The Reception Center is open from
8:00a.m. to 5:00p.m. on weekdays. We
provide all the services you will need to
get started at LBL:

BART (Bay Area Rapid Transit)
BART is a subway I train system that serves
many cities around the San Francisco Bay. The
Berkeley station is downtown near the corner of
Cen ter Street and Shattuck Avenue. From there,
you can take a free shuttle bus directly to LBL.
(See "LBL Shuttle Service, "below.)

•

Check-in for casual visitors such as
meeting participants.

•

Check-in for participating visitorsthose who will engage in standard
activities at LBL such as scientific
research.

•

A help desk where we will answer
your questions before, during, or after
your visit.

•

A place to meet your tour guide or
escort.

•

Safety orientation for those who will
work on site.

LBL Shuttle Service

Current job listings and application
forms for job applicants.

On weekdays, free LBL shuttle buses, are
available to visitors and employees alike.

With a few exceptions, everyone visiting
LBL should stop first at the Reception
Center. You may bypass the Center if
you have already checked in and have
ongoing business at LBL.

The principal off-site shuttle runs every 10
minutes from 6:30 a.m. to 5:50 p.m.
Starting from the main LBL shuttle-bus
stop, it travels along the perimeter of the
University of California campus to the
Berkeley BART station and back to LBL,
stopping near the Durant and Shattuck
Hotels. Another off-site shuttle provides
express service to and from the Rockridge
BART station at selected commute hours.

•

Where We Are
The Reception Center is in Building 65only a few steps away from the main LBL
shuttle-bus stop. Limited visitor parking is
available nearby.

Airport Shuttle Service
Several commercial shuttle companies offer
transportation to and from the Oakland
and San Francisco International Airports.

Taxi
A taxi ride for 1-5 passengers direct to LBL
or to a neaby hotel costs $50-75 from San
Francisco International Airport and about
$30-40 from Oakland International Airport.
(If LBL is paying for your travel expenses,
please check with your LBL host about the
policy for reimbursing taxi fare.)

It is easy to make a connection between BART
and the Oakland International Airport. A special bus-the Oakland-AirBART shuttle-runs
between the two locations approximately every
10 minutes.

For more information, call BART at (510) 4647133 or pick up the brochure All About BART,
available at any BART station.

A shuttle picks up passengers at LBL's main
shuttle-bus stop. The Reception Center is on
the left.

On-site shuttles loop continuously around
the LBL grounds, providing convenient
access to all buildings.
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